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Previous to this the Si label was the highest in North America except for Acura vehicles. The
Civic Si contrasts with the more track-oriented and spartan Type R, which has less sound
deadening and amenities in return for better performance. The Civic Si has been positioned as
more of a full-featured sport trim, featuring luxury options such as a sunroof and a seven
speaker audio system. In , however, the Civic Si hatchback was reintroduced to the US market.
In , rear speakers and optional ABS were also added. It entered the market again for the and
model years. The Civic Si continued to be the sportiest Civic on offer in North America,
although the badge was used on a somewhat sporting model in Europe where the Type-R sits
atop the lineup. The Civic Si coupe debuted a few months after the initial launch of the models,
with the Civic Si sedan following in in Canada. The ninth generation was the first generation to
use a different engine than other models of the Honda Civic. The ninth generation Civic Si is
available as a Coupe and as a Sedan. Honda uses a new 2. A 6-speed manual transmission with
a helical LSD Limited Slip Differential is still offered as the only available transmission option
for the Civic Si. Sway bars have been changed to 0. The chassis is more rigid, and the curb
weight is slightly lower than the 8th generation. After the model year, Honda did not produce the
Civic Si for , citing poor sales. It is powered by a more powerful version of the 1. It went on sale
during May in the United States as either a coupe or sedan. A direct injected 1. The suspension
has been tuned and stiffened over the standard Civic. The body includes highly upgraded
chassis and drive components, including a dual-pinion adaptive electric power steering system
with variable ratios, sport-tuned suspension, an adaptive damper system, a helical limited-slip
differential, larger front brake rotors The Honda Civic is also the most popular passenger
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The seventh generation Honda Civic is an automobile which was produced by Honda from to It
was released in September as a model. Compared to its predecessor , it retained similar exterior
dimensions, but increased significantly in interior space thus bumping up Civic to a compact
car size segment. There was a flat rear floor, giving better comfort to the rear seat passengers.
This generation abandoned the front double wishbone suspension , which had been used in the
fourth to sixth generations, replacing it with MacPherson strut. The seventh generation was the
last to offer 4WD variants. In , models were introduced with new tail lights which created a circle
when illuminated and also gained revised dials and new wheel designs. In September , model
year Civic's received a facelifted front end designed in with new headlights, bumper, and grille;
it also received side skirts, and body colored hood and trunk trim. The hybrid version arrived at
North America in spring as a model being imported from Japan. A sporting hatchback model
called the Si was unveiled in August for the European market only. This model featured from
launch a 1. The Sport Hatchback is also available with a 2. Starting with this generation, cabin
air filters also known as pollen filters were installed as standard equipment and are located
behind the glove compartment internationally. The coupe, no longer available in Japan, was still
sold in Europe. EX trim includes sunroof. There was also the EX Special Edition which added a
sunroof and rear single cup holder. The Hybrid was the only trim available for the sedan style in
Europe. In , Honda Canada, in recognition of the one millionth sale of the Civic in Canada,
introduced a limited edition version of the Civic called the Civic Coupe Si Veloz 'Veloz' meaning
'swift' in Spanish. The Veloz edition adds a front, rear and side skirts, rear spoiler, carbon fibre
trim pieces, chrome exhaust tip, custom Veloz embroidered floor mats and Veloz badges. In , a

30th Anniversary Edition was added to all models, as well as a Sport model for sedans. The
body shape of this model was based on the "New Bullet-Form" concept, which aimed to create a
more dynamic look and provide greater stability while travelling on highways or winding
country roads. The interior layout also distinguished itself from other Civic Si generations with
a dash-mounted shifter. Shifting away from the 1. Much of the weight gain is attributed to the
chassis' stouter structure when compared to the previous generation hatchback, with the '02 Si
boasting an increase in torsional rigidity by 95 percent and a bending rigidity increase of 22
percent. The fifth-generation Civic Si saw roughly the same performance numbers as the
previous generation Si, with 7. Other changes include a switch to electric power steering over
hydraulic and coil on plug ignition. The EP3's uniquely rare body style in the U. The â€”05
models received minor revisions. The interior received more silver accents in place of the
chrome ones the lock switch. These Civics were named 2. The exterior saw changes including a
Rally-inspired body kit, a carbon fiber grill, front intake and rear bumper diffuser, a black
chrome-finish headlights and smoked taillights, high-mounted two-stage rear wing. For the
interior, Honda included Mugen carbon fiber and Kevlar race seats covered in red Alcantara
suede with 6-point racing harness, a sport 3-spoke steering wheel, aluminum pedals and shift
knob, Mugen high performance LCD screen gauge package and center mounted information
display. The seventh generation Honda Civic was introduced in Malaysia in February where it
was only available with the sedan bodystyle powered by a 1. This variant came with dual front
airbags, [19] something lacking from the EX-i and VTi variants. The Civic was now only available
with a sole 1. The seventh generation Civic was introduced in the Philippines in where it is only
available in sedan bodystyle. Trim includes; LXi with 1. Both came with regular front disk brakes
and rear drum brakes. Transmission choice were a 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic ,
available in both trims. During facelift, the VTi-S was released, with 1. And in , the 2. Thai
models received the 1. This engine is a 1. In , Honda Civic was the seventh best selling vehicle
overall and third best selling passenger car in the U. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Sedan. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive to Southern California available for
leasing purposes only. Though a redesigned Civic comes out next year, excellent value has
made the Honda Civic one of the most popular economy cars in America. More than two
decades ago, Honda introduced the Civic. It was a small, anonymous, unassuming car,
competing in a market saturated by mammoth sedans sporting ornate chrome, garish styling
treatments and acres of sheet metal. The producers of these defunct dinosaurs didn't bat an eye
at Honda's fuel-sipping entry, despite the fuel crisis of Big mistake. Since then, Americans have
seen six generations of the Civic come and go, each much improved over the previous model,
and each becoming immensely popular with consumers. Available in hatchback, sedan and
coupe body styles, Honda heeded customers who claimed the Civic was too sporty-looking. A
grille was tacked on up front, sheet metal contours provide a squarish profile, and larger rear
taillamps give the Civic a more conservative look. Dual airbags are part of the package, with
antilock brakes standard on EX Sedan and Coupe models equipped with an automatic
transmission. HX Coupes remain the only model to have available the continuously variable
transmission, making it the most technologically interesting Civic offered. Three different
versions of a 1. The most common variety has an output of horsepower at 6, rpm. The Civic has
few shortcomings, aside from its anonymous personality. Hondas tend to be on the expensive
end of the scale when new, but over time, they are a far better value than most of their
contemporaries. The Civic is no exception to the rule. It is a car for people who don't enjoy

repair-shop waiting rooms. It is a car that holds its resale value better than most of the cars it
competes with. It is a car that easily endears itself to its owner. The Civic is a solid buy. For
those who like a bit of fun in their commute, try the Si version of the coupe. Want a fuel miser?
The HX Coupe is your car, getting up to 44 mpg. Strict budgets demand a look at the CX, while
sedans are aimed more at the creature-comfort side of the scale. Style-conscious buyers will go
for the svelte coupe, or the suave EX Sedan. Whatever your needs, Honda offers a Civic that will
meet them -- unless your needs include towing trailers or carrying a family of five. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Honda Civic Coupe. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Honda lease specials Check out Honda Civic lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Antilock brakes
should be available on more than one trim level, styling won't set you apart from the crowd.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Civic for sale
near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. No styling, content or trim changes for the Honda
Civic. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I love this little car! I bought this car new off
the lot in and to this day it has been the BEST purchase I have ever made. She has a few miles
on her now, over ,, and still runs wonderfully and I have never had a problem. I intend on
keeping this car and maintaining it to at least , I bought this car fresh off the lot with 17 miles on
it. It now has , miles and still running great. No major mechanical issues and provides worry
free driving with only regular scheduled maintenance. Even with the high mileage I still average
between mpg on the highway! I have had it for a year and I have saved lots of money on gas. I
have only had to do normal maintenance on it! I have peaked up to 46 miles a gallon, but stay
around I don't pass rpms It has treated me very well and hasn't hurt my pocket book too bad. I
would recommend the standard only, it has saved me from a few tight spots that an automatic
wouldn't. It has a weak engine, but it is easy to manipulate with a standard and handles well.
Remember though, this is a compact so it isn't the smoothest ride nor the roomiest, but I don't
mind it. Read less. This is my first time buying a Honda. Although I was going to buy the Honda
Accord as my first choice, overall, you cant beat the civic. It is very room, comfortable and very
sporty. I would recommend this to all the viewers who are reading this website. I have never had
any problems with my civic. The civic, by far, is the best car that I have owned. See all reviews
of the Used Honda Civic Coupe. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Civic. Sign Up. He was part
genius. Part crazy. Probably short on cash. And he should be celebrated right alongside the
other icons of hot roddingâ€”men like Alex Xydias, Ed Iskederian, and Vic Edelbrock. Like those
legends, who helped show the world the incredible potential within the Ford and its Flathead
V-8, he was a man of vision, and ingenuity. But many others followed his lead, and the Honda
Civic became the vehicle of record for an entire generation of car enthusiasts looking for an
alternative to the larger, heavier, Vpowered rear-wheel drive muscle cars from Detroit. With
origins in Japan, the trend began to flourish in Southern California sometime in the early s, but
quickly spread to the Atlantic coast, as magazines and eventually websites spread the gospel.
And then The Fast and the Furious took the country inside this subculture and suddenly it was
mainstream, from the Bronx to Birmingham, from Boulder to Beverly Hills. But it was the
fifth-generation EG of the Civic, built from â€”95, that became the one to have. Honda again
offered an Si hatchback, but a coupe body style was offered for the first time, and it quickly
became popular. Honda was aware of what was happening on the street. When it introduced the
sixth-gen Civic in , it retained its sophisticated double wishbone suspension and VTEC engines.
And in it combined the desirable coupe body with the more powerful Si model. A legend was
born and it paved the way for other factory sport compact hot rods like the Subaru WRX and
Mazdaspeed3. These Hondas are getting popular again, as those who wanted them in high
school now have the means to fight over the finest surviving examples. According to a post on
Clubcivic. A year later, Honda sold , Civics and only 20, were Si Coupes 10, were blue. The bulk

of these cars were owned by young men looking for an adrenaline fix, which means most have
led hard lives. Every Si was powered by the 1. It featured a Power ratings were hp at rpm and
lb-ft of torque at rpm. Only a five-speed manual was offered. These coupes weighed about
pounds, so the Civic Si could sprint to 60 mph in a blink over seven seconds and cover the
quarter mile in about Other Si-exclusive bits included a front strut tower brace, stiffer
suspension, larger front and rear sway bars, four-wheel disc brakes without ABS , lower profile
tires and wider inch wheels, a front spoiler, body color rocker trim, an Si decal on it tail, and
DOHC VTEC sticker on its flanks. Honda also offered the Civic in many other trim levels, from
CX up to GX switching it up slightly over the years. These more mainstream versions came in
three body styles: coupe, hatchback and sedan. They rode on inch wheels and tires and all
three shared the same inch wheelbase. The engine in the HX coupe was rated hp and the EX
models were packing hp. A five-speed manual or a four-speed automatic was offered across the
board, except for the HX Coupe, which got a five-speed manual or continuously variable CVT
automatic. In , Honda gave the Civic a mild exterior facelift, while its interior got a modified dash
with amber night lighting and new rotary climate controls. Although these models did not
perform as well as the Si, they were also popular with the tuner crowd, as they are just as easily
modified as an Si. Many were handed down from parent to teenager so they were free and
Junior was eager to make it cool. Lowered suspensions, body mods and screaming exhaust
systems became common, as did cold air intakes, superchargers and aftermarket audio
systems. Enthusiasts also learned that the 2. Fitting the 2. Also check for accident damage.
Signs include questionable paint quality and overspray. Check the numbers. As with any used
car, the lower the mileage the higher the price. As on the S, it is possible to retune the system
with a piggyback ECU and lower the rpm of the transition down to around rpm to create a wider
powerband. Although many have abandoned the hot rod Honda and sport compact crowd for
Hellcats and the like, the community remains strong and Honda continues to market to the
faithful with cars like the new Civic Si and Type R. Before you buy any Civic, new or old, dive
into the community and learn from its members. These examples were all exceptionally clean
and well-cared for, with stock engines, wheels, and interiors. Non-Si Civics are much cheaper.
Buying and Selling. Buying a â€” Honda Civic EK? A Story About. Your weekly dose of car news
from Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for signing up. Sign up. More on this
topic. Brandan Gillogly. News car barn-find sale is ripe with Mazda rotary power Brandan
Gillogly. Share Leave comment. Read next Up next: These 5 factory-built Pontiac sleepers are
riots under the radar. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The monthly payment is based
on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease, you can also use the
payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike other websites and magazines, our
ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of
criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When
comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that the rating earned by
each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most exceptional vehicles

achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not
quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles of the same class.
Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect for the price. Below
are all exterior and interior colors for the Honda Civic. Colors generally differ by style. We have
partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Honda Civic.
This is how it works:. We have information you must know before you buy the Civic. We want to
send it to you, along with other pricing insights. I agree to receive emails from CarsDirect. I
understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. We will not s
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pam you, and will never sell your email. Privacy Policy. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0.
Cars Direct. Honda Civic Honda Civic Colors. Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help
lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease.
May require top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can
interpret our ratings in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve
to be on the road. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area
to give you a great price on the new Honda Civic. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in
your negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options.
New Car Quick Quote Honda. Please select a model civic. Get Your Price. Insider Information
We have information you must know before you buy the Civic. Your Email Submit. Thank you.
You are now subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates.

